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In a case that highlights why apparatus and storage medium claims may be more desirable than method claims, the federal circuit held that an accused product capable of performing the claimed functionality of asserted system and computer readable medium claims infringed those claims even though claimed functionality was “locked out.”¹ The method claims, however, were not infringed.²

Finjan asserted three patents related to proactive scanning or techniques directed to detecting and defeating previously unknown Internet-based threats. Two of the patents had system, computer-readable storage medium and method claims, and one patent had processor-based system and processor-based method claims.

Three products sold by the defendants were accused of infringing these patents: a software download, a hardware appliance or server containing software, and a hardware appliance that
also contains software. It was undisputed that all three products contained source code capable of performing the functionality claimed in Finjan’s patents; however, the modules for performing the claimed functionality were “locked” when the products were sold. A customer could purchase a separate “key” to activate these modules.3

Finjan only alleged direct infringement under 35 U.S.C. §271(a) and did not assert any theories for indirect infringement. A jury found that the defendants willfully infringed all of the asserted claims.4

On appeal, the Defendants asserted that there could be no infringement because all software modules that feature proactive scanning were locked when sold; therefore, from the customer’s viewpoint it was as if the source code was never received. The defendants relied on Southwest Software, Inc. v. Harlequin, Inc.5 for the proposition that “locked” or disabled products cannot infringe apparatus claims.6 This argument was rejected because in Southwest the claim at issue was a method claim, whereas the claims in Finjan were system and storage medium claims, which do not require the performance of any method steps.7

The defendants also argued that under Acco Brands8 an accused device does not directly infringe if it can be used at any given time in a non-infringing manner. The apparatus claims in Acco Brands covered locking devices with pins in a specific configuration. The accused device in Acco Brands could be operated in one of two modes, infringing and non-infringing. However, in Acco Brands, the claim language required the locking device’s pin to extend through a slot in a specific configuration.9 By contrast, Finjan’s apparatus claims did not require the proactive scanning software to be configured in a particular manner to infringe, only that the apparatus be programmed for performing the claimed steps.10
The defendants also tried to argue that the asserted claims required actual operability. The asserted system claims include “engines” such as a “logical engine” (claim 32 of U.S. Patent 6,092,194), a “communications engine” (claim 9 of U.S. Patent 6,804,780), and a “linking engine” (claim 12 of U.S. Patent 7,058,822). The court pointed to a similar scenario in *Fantasy Sports* in rejecting this argument. In *Fantasy Sports*, the accused product was a “modifiable software tool.” The modifiable software tool was found to infringe because “although a user must activate the functions programmed into a piece of software by selecting those options, the user is only activating means that are already present in the underlying software. Infringement occurred because the code “was written in such a way to enable a user of that software to utilize the function … without having to modify that code.” (Cites omitted; emphasis as in original).

The fact that users needed to activate the claimed functions by purchasing keys “does not detract or somehow nullify the existence of the claimed structure in the accused software.” In *Finjan*, it was undisputed that software for performing the claimed functions existed in the defendants’ accused products when sold. Therefore, the jury’s verdict of infringement of the system and storage medium claims was upheld.

The finding of infringement of the method claims, however, was reversed. “To infringe a method claim a person must have practiced all of the steps of the claimed method.” The only evidence of the method actually being performed was during testing in Germany. There was no evidence that the defendants tested or operated any of the accused products in the United States. Therefore, the method claims were not directly infringed.

*By Larry B. Donovan, counsel with Tucker Ellis & West LLP, Cleveland.*
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